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social ideas”, as one of its designers explained. The fair’s theme—Progress—was 
demonstrated by innumerable displays of the most recent advances in science, 
technology, commerce, and the arts. Although the exhibits of Indian materials 
were justified by some as contrasting with the modern and helping to illustrate 
how far society had progressed, others took offence that they were included at 
all. “[We do not] believe that any persons outside of a little handful of ethnolog-
ical specialists have even a languid interest in men who were hardly above the 
animals with whom they were associated in intelligence,” the Chicago Tribune 
editorialized.

The fair’s planners, designers, and backers did not share my family’s belief 
that an understanding of Native American culture could help enlighten modern 
people. Rather, the exposition was intended to promote a higher level of refine-
ment, culture, and sensibility, as demonstrated by the architecture and fancy 
exhibits. The enlightened populace could now find escape from untamed nature 
and their aversion to it by taking refuge in artificial environments such as those 
on display in the Great White City. The reinforcement of this philosophy con-
tributed to further marginalization of the Wetherills and their Indian friends, 
who continued to believe in the importance of maintaining their affinity with 
nature.

Belief in Progress entails some of the attributes of traditional religion: Hope, 

about the chilling wind and gently explained that it was something to be thank-
ful for. “All things are beautiful and full of interest if you observe them closely 
and study them,” the grandfather admonished. After considering this advice for 
a few days, Wolfkiller came to see that the wind is good. “We had thought the 
wind was just a useless thing to cause us unhappiness, but now we saw that it 
had many purposes. It cleared the air of the odors of decaying plants and dead 
animals, brought the clouds on its wings to give us rain, and made us strong,” 
he concluded.

When a violent rain and lightning storm terrified the young boy, his grand-
father took him out to study the aftermath. “See how beautiful it really is,” said 
the grandfather. “How black the clouds are. See the streaks of white lightning 
coming down. See the rocks over which it has passed—how they glisten. And 
you can see how fresh and green the cornfields, grass, and trees are now. We 
needed the storm to make things beautiful.” When winter came again, Wolfkill-
er’s mother told him to go outside and roll in the snow. “The snow will be with 
us for several moons now, and if you roll in it and treat it as a friend, it will not 
seem nearly as cold to you,” she explained.

By following his elders’ guidance along “the path of light”, Wolfkiller achieved 
an intimate and rewarding connection with the earth. He so treasured the 
wisdom it offered that he no longer worried about his living conditions, which 
would be considered extreme by today’s standards. Wind, storm, cold, and even 
natural death, caused him little concern. His journey was not a difficult one. 
Simply by overcoming his unfounded fears of nature, he was able to focus on 
learning the skills he needed to avoid life’s real dangers and gain access to the 
invaluable insights that only nature can provide.

Estrangement from nature is debilitating to the younger generation in par-
ticular. Continually wired into electronic gadgetry, many children have lost 

their innate sense of fascination 
with the real world. Look into 
their faces as they wander the 
malls or big box stores in an-
ticipation of acquiring the latest 
computer game, texting device, or 
audio or video recording. Gone is 
the spark of light that graced the 
eyes of the children of yesteryear. 
Today’s kids, as well as most of 
their elders, are missing the joys 
of encountering nature’s stunning 
scenery, the simple pleasures of 
sunshine, fresh air, and starlit 

nights, and the intrigue of discovering for themselves what is over the next 
ridge. Above all else, they are missing out on the lessons in wisdom that only 
nature can offer. These deficiencies can hardly be considered progress. 

“The Wetherills’ Navajo friends believed in the importance of staying con-
nected with nature”

i.e., anticipation of a better tomorrow, and Faith, which translates as confi-
dence in human ingenuity and initiative to create the perceived utopia. How-
ever, it differs from traditional religion in some significant ways. For example, 
“hunger and thirst after righteousness” seems to have been superseded by a 
passion for pleasure and comfort. We repress our awareness that we are part 
of the natural realm and substitute the false belief that we are transcending 
nature, despite the inescapable fact of our ultimate fate on this earth.

The basic tenets of Progress include the quest for wealth with which to maxi-
mize ones immersion into artificial environments, accumulation of manufac-
tured things, involvement in one diversion after another, and either hero wor-
ship or envy toward those who have made a better showing. Intentional contact 
with nature, if it occurs at all, often involves sanitized abstractions of the real 
world.

Today’s politically-charged rhetoric focuses on how to best enhance the 
ability of the citizens to create artificial environments. Freedom is the ability 
to make one’s own escape from nature with a minimum of man-made encum-
brances, and equality is the assurance that all people are provided that ability.

Indoctrination into the philosophy of Progress is so prevalent in our society 
that most of its adherents do not even recognize that an alternative—adaptation 
to nature—exists. I was fortunate to find, in the papers of my great-grandmoth-
er, a manuscript that explains the tenets of this philosophy with clarity. It is the 
account of a Navajo man named Wolfkiller who recounted the moral training 
that he received from his mother and grandfather when he was a boy and how 
it helped him deal with life as he grew older. My great-grandmother, Louisa 
Wade Wetherill, translated and recorded his story, and it is now available in the 
book, Wolfkiller: Wisdom from a Nineteenth Century Navajo Shepherd.

Wolfkiller received his first lesson in adaptation to nature in the early 1860s 
when he was about six years old. His grandfather overheard him complaining 

 “Wolfkiller 
with his 
young friend, 
John Yazzie. 
One of the 
casualties of 
so-called 
Progress is 
dimming of 
the light in 
children’s 
eyes.”

The Myth of Progress
Harvey Leake
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NEW BACKBONE MEMBERS for
August/September 2013   #1

MATT ROBERTS
Austin TX

MIKE MAROONEY
San Diego, CA

CATHY SEABOLD/STEVE BAIL
Louisville, KY

PAUL VLACHOS
NY, NY

HOBART CLEMS
Nebraska

STEVE SMITH
Louisville KY

RICH INGEBRETSEN
SLC, UT

ALAN MIKUNI
Fremont, CA

GREG KROLL
Santa fe NM ALAN JOSLYN

Highlands Ranch, CO

ANNIE PAYNE
SLC, UT

JOHN TYMOCHKO
USA

ANNE CROSMAN
Sedona, AZ

DON BAUMGARDT
El Paso, TX

PAUL CLEARY
Tulsa OKALSO JOINING THE BACKBONE (but UN-Tooned), 

THANKS to...

LISA KILLEN, Springdale, UT...ROBYN S PHILLIPS, Del Mar CA
CARSTEN NAEHER, Vevey,  Switzerland
KEVIN JOHNSON, Moraga, CA... NANCY ADKISON,Blanding UT
JANNIK SCHOU,Whitehorse, Yukon Territory,CANADA
MARGIE WILSON,Grand Jct, CO...STEVE BUZZELL,Eliot ME
CRAIG GOODKNIGHT, Grand Jct CO... DICK &ANNE BOELTER, Lara-

mie WY


